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More than four-fifths of the engineering colleges
of the United States will conduct summer terms in order
to expedite the graduation of their students. The shortage of men with engineering training continues critical.
The summer term at Rose will open on June 15th and
applications for admission should be sent immediately
to the Registrar.
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THE START OF
PRODUCTIO\ CYCLE
And so another year has come and gone. To the seniors who are leaving
school for the army or for positions in essential industries, this year holds a
particular significance, for it is fully realized that times are indeed serious.
To the present upperclassmen of Rose, this year will probably be no more
than just another year with the added disadvantage of attending school during
the hot summer months. On the men who are to enter Rose this June will
fall the full brunt of the work and toil of the job before us, for it will be they
who will have to give up most of the lighter things of college life and actually
put education on a mass production basis.
The country needs many more engineers than the technical colleges in
existence today can provide, and two and two-thirds years from now the
country will need just as many or even more engineers than at present. Many
young men today have not grasped the important facts behind the word
"engineer". Perhaps to a child it merely means one who has charge of operating the train which he sees roaring across the countryside. It is surprising
how many so-called intelligent people today use somewhat the same misguided method of classifying engineers.
Few realize that basically the engineer is at the heart of our country's
welfare. Without the engineer, we could not possibly have had the vast construction works and the modern, efficient machines of peace time, and without
the engineer we certainly would stand no chance for success in our present
war effort. Every tank, every gun, every machine of any type, and even the
food our army uses has been made possible through the efforts of one or more
engineers. For every soldier on the battlefront, there is need for many
engineers here at home working to design and produce the equipment which
will bring our armed forces to eventual success.
The seniors who are graduating this year are placing themselves at the
country's service and are joining that band of loyal American workers who
are not only paying the taxes to beat the Axis, but who are also building the
necessary equipment to do it. The upperclassmen are working overtime so
that they too can soon get out into the field of defense industry and thus add
to our country's already vast production of war equipment. The men who
will choose Rose for their Alma Mater this June will truly be "sons of
America" for they will initiate the full-time war production of engineers.
To the seniors, to the new freshmen, to all embryo engineers we offer this
heartfelt toast: "May WE keep makin"em while THEY keep flyin"em".

by Fredrick L. Kolb, junior, m.e.
"CAPS TO BEAT THE JAPS"
photo by Rose

AIR RAID PROTECTIO\ SHELTERS
R. King Chalfant, senior, c.e.
the cities of the
ALTHOUGH
United States may not be in

The bombing of Tokio has proved that
no coastal city is safe from air attack
and therefore American engineers must
plan for the protection of vital points
which may be endcmgered by bombing.
Mr. Chalfant has covered the construction
of the different types of bomb shelters
from the standpoint of a civil engineer.
Inasmuch as America has studied the experiences of England under bombing. the
shelters described in this article are of
sound design.

ters, O. N. Arup has suggested the
use of the danger volume method.
eminent danger today, there may be
The danger volume is a calculated
quantity which may be conceived as
a time in the future when full scale
indicating the amount of danger
air attacks will come to this counagainst which a civilian in a shelter
try. It is with this thought in mind
is not protected. A shelter with a low
that American engineers have turned
proplanning
of
and
danger volume is therefore the one
to the design
to be preferred in a scuffle.
tective construction.
Assume that a person is unproIt is cheaper to insure buildings never been known before. The people
than to build them to withstand of the United States can profit by tected from the explosion of a 1000
bombing. Because of the delay in the experiences of the British. After pound bomb. Within a radius of 230
settlement of insurance claims and his recent visit to England, Walter D. feet the explosion would be fatal,
because of the lack of construction Binger defines civilian defense as the hence the danger volume would be
materials during war time, one can- maintenance, during and between 100(/( up to 230 feet. Beyond 400 feet
not rely upon immediate reconstruc- air raids, of cities, towns, and trans- the person would be reasonably safe,
tion after bombing; hence it is ad- portation in a condition as nearly so that the danger volume beyond
visable to build structures to resist normal as possible. This statement 400 feet may be considered as 0 . A
bombing. New buildings should be may appear to give little considera- linear variation is assumed to govern
made bomb resistant as a matter of tion for the safety of the individual from 230 feet to 400 feet. By the
public safety. It is an established fact citizen, but it is impossible to furnish same method of reasoning, the danthat only a small percentage of the absolute protection for everyone ger volumes of the different types of
city inhabitants of war-torn Europe without diverting tremendous sums shelters may be determined, 0 Vc beuse air raid shelters. It would be of money from other war efforts. ing the danger volume for absolute
beneficial to public welfare to pro- Protection for civilians should be protection. This method is by no
vide safety in large structures.
provided with the idea of yielding means absolute nor is it exact, but
The most impressive fact about the the greatest good for the greatest it is the only one available.
construction of air raid shelters is the number of people.
Protective construction may be
tremendous quantity of material reIn order to compare the relative divided into two general classes,
quired to provide absolute protec- measure of safety provided by shel- namely: construction of bomb retion. The factors which influence the
design of shelters are very uncertain
because of the unpredictable behavior of bombs. Because of the expense involved, it must of necessity
SplinterShields
become a government project to provide safety shelters for civilians in
danger zones. The problems can be
'yr
0
:
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"
,
solved by sound engineering logic.
It is to be hoped that the United
4.... oitr ..• .4" Jew
States will not err as other nations
have done, but will instead follow a
progressive policy of research and
development for civilian protection.
The incidents which have occurred
qw/4
since the entry of the United States
•o
into the war cause the problem of
it7/
protection, especially during the
,
event of air raids on the coastal
SECTIONA-K
0 0
cities, to be foremost in some people's
minds. The long range bomber has
CITY SHELTER FOR INDUSTRIAL APEAS
brought about total war that has
OA%
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sistant buildings, and construction of bearing structures are of little value
bomb shelters. There are certain when struck by bombs. It is better
general recommendations which can to use wall panels which are not
be made regarding new construction. bonded to the frame of the building,
All new buildings should be of mod- because the wall panels will be
ern framed construction. The ob- blown out and still leave the frame
servations of the British Steel Work standing. Continuity should be mainAssociation conclusively verify this tained in the frame design, using
concensus of opinion.
light members so that adjacent memThe fully steel-framed building bers will not be overstressed if one
has suffered only to a very minor member is destroyed. Roofs should
extent and has shown remarkable be heavy enough to resist incendiary
resilience which has tended to local- bombs. If there is the possibility of
ize the damage. This local damage in penetration of fire bombs through a
many cases has been rapidly re- roof, the top floor should be covered
paired. The bulk of the damage with about two inches of sand and
caused has been in old buildings of fire fighting tools should be conordinary brick construction, and in- veniently placed. Valuable machincluded in this type are those in which ery and power installations should
cast iron, wrought iron, or steel units be isolated by sand bags or boxes
have been used as individual mem- filled with sand.
bers, usually resting on pad-stones.
It may be desirable to place shelNaturally with the collapse of the ters inside large buildings that are
walls following the blast these un- easily accessible. Rooms in which
framed members have also collapsed. shelters are to be placed should have
Sand bags serve well as protection the ceilings strengthened by addiagainst flying bomb fragments. It is tional struts or by welded steelwork
advisable to treat the bags with some to make it continuous. Window opentype of bituminous material to pre- ings should be closed either by
vent rotting of the burlap. Sandbags masonry work or by timbering on
should be placed in timber shores both inside and outside and filling
with a front face slope of 1:4. Wall the intervening space- with sand.
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Rooms on intermediate floors are
located above gas level, thereby reducing the ventilation problem to
that of supplying sufficient quantities
of air. The amount of debris that will
fall on a shelter located on an intermediate floor is much smaller than
that which would fall on a basement
shelter. Basement shelters require
more exits than shelters above
ground level, especially for emergency. If the cost is not prohibitive
it is preferable to use a number of
small rooms for any one shelter unit
rather than one large room.
It cannot be too greatly emphasized that there are no guaranteed
rules for protective construction.
There is no evidence from any
foreign or domestic sources that refined theory has yet been developed;
this constitutes a large part of the
problem. There are available only
recommendations which seem reasonable. Blasts will not affect structures which are designed to resist
impact and explosion. Fragments
will cause spalling and baring of reinforcing in concrete structures;
hence, in some cases it is advisable
to face the interior walls and ceilings
with sheet metal. Buildings that are
designed to resist earthquakes cannot be expected to resist the earth
wave action of an explosion. The amplitude of the earth wave is smaller
with greater frequency and acceleration than earthquake vibrations.
It is generally accepted that there
are three types of bomb shelters.
The light or splinterproof shelter,
which gives protection from pressure
of blasts, splinters from anti-aircraft
shell fragments and direct hits from
light bombs, is built for private and
domestic use. Hotels, stores, and
small industries find it convenient to
supply medium bombproof shelters
for employees and patrons. These
shelters give protection from direct
hits of high explosive bombs up to
500 pounds in weight. It is economical
to provide absolute protection from
all bombs by means of heavy bombproof shelters only for large groups
of people such as one might find in
large industrial areas or large business districts.
Page
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MERC„RY
STEAM
DOWER
by Harry D. Frye, sophomore, m.e.
Mr. Frye presents in his article a summary of the developments of nearly thirty
years of patient research which step by
step have made the mercury-vapor process the world's most efficient powergenerating unit.

pressure. The steam ago engineers started from scratch.
generated in the con- The properties of mercury at high
denser is superheat- temperatures and the solubility of
ed in the mercury iron in mercury were unknown.
boiler and then used Boilers and turbines had to be comon steam turbines. pletely redesigned to meet the new
The mercury cycle conditions. Boiler tubes were found
for a given amount to be rapidly dissolved in the hotter
of heat produces al- parts of the boiler and redeposited
most as much heat as iron oxide in the cooler regions
as a boiler in addi- causing excessive temperatures and
tion to the electricity pressures. Metallurgical research was
generated from the carried on to determine which steel
would best stand the corrosive action
mercury turbine.
of the mercury, a chrome-molybdenum alloy was found to stand up
Efficiency
The mercury-steam best. At the same time research was
combination with being caried on to find an inhibitor
modern steam tur- that could be added to the mercury.
Power
of
Courtesy
bines is the most Sodium was found to inhibit the
efficient electric solubility but sodium ferrite was
Cross-sectional view of Mercury steam boiler
power generating formed which is equally objectiontests at Kearny, able. Sodium ferrite formed hard
Actual
known.
unit
been
THE mercury-steam cycle has
a net heat balls, clogging up the tubes. A comshow
I developed to the point where it is New Jersey,
of magnesium and titanium
commercially usable after twenty- rate of 9175 BTU per KWHR, a bination
the job. The addition of a
does
best
eight years of expensive experimen- thermal efficiency of 37.19';. By
of magnesium and
amount
small
tation and hard work. This cycle ap- raising the pressure and temperature
titanium also causes the mercury to
proaches Carnot's ideal engine more even higher efficiency is possible.
wet the tubes giving greater heat
reit
because
efficient
is
system
The
closely than any other system. The
Better heat transfer allows
transfer.
highest
the
at
heat
its
all
absorbed heat is taken in at the top ceives
of
larger tubes. Air leaking
use
the
disand
level
of the cycle and most of the waste possible temperature
shaft of the turbine acthe
through
a
heat discharged at the bottom over a charges the unconverted heat at
the
reaction of the mercury
celerated
low temperature level.
large temperature range.
and steel. At Kearny a new shaft
Mercury is vaporized in a boiler,
seal operating under vacuum has ret
at a pressure of 140 psi and Developmen
duced the leakage from 300 cubic
of
Attaining a thermal efficiency
passes through a turbine. The
per minute to less than .4.
feet
vapor from the turbine is exhausted 37.19"; is notable in itself but it is
The design of the boiler presented
the obto the condenser where its heat is even more so in the light of
(Continued on page 26)
years
Twenty-nine
overcome.
stacles
used to make steam at any desired
Page 6
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BATTLESHIP OF THE SKIES
by William H. Plenge, freshman
ESS than a year ago, the world's
1-1 largest bomber rolled out of the
Douglas Aircraft plant in Santa
Monica, California. No speeches were
made and there were few news-reel
cameramen present because of the
secrecy with which the Army Air
Corps cloaked the construction of its
pride and joy. The B-19 soon gained
nation-wide recognition when the
million-dollar plane's wheels sank
into the macadam runway causing
test flights to be postponed until a
stronger runway could be constructed. Thanks to Bob Hope, and Pepsodent, the general public has since
been weekly reminded of the fact
that California has the world's largest airplane as well as liquid sunshine.
Most people realize the tremendous size of the plane but few realize
its possibilities. With a fleet of such
bombers, we could fly to Europe and
return nonstop. Of course there is
the possibility that the Germans may
do the same, but we don't talk about
that.
Five years ago the United States
Army Air Corps selected a staff of
the best engineers and workmen of
the Douglas plant, partitioned off a
corner of the factory, and proceeded
to build the world's largest bomber.
However, all this time has not been
spent in building the plane; over two
years was spent in planning and
testing scale models. Since the first
day, over four acres of blueprints
have been made and 2,000,000 manhours have been consumed by more
than 500 engineers, draftsmen, and
mechanics.
The American public has always
been statistic-wise so now let us look
at the size of the B-19 as a machine.
If tipped over on one wing the B-19
would stand as high as a twentystory building or exactly 212 feet
high. The fuselage is 135 feet long
while the tail section towers 42 feet
M a y, 1942

The preservation of our democracy in
its present form depends, to a large extent, upon the all out production of more
cmd better airplanes. The B-19, crnd the
type of which it is a forerunner, is destined to play an importcmt role in the
existing emergency and also in commercial
aviation after "the duration". In this article
Mr, Plenge presents a clear conception of
the tremendous size and power of this
huge "bcrttleship of the skies".

above the ground or as high as a
three story building.
In words that a Rose student can
understand, the B-19 could be placed
in Rose Poly if the walls between the
civil lab and the woodshop were torn
down. One wing-tip would be in the
civil lab while the other would reach
almost to the north wall of the woodshop. The fuselage would fit somewhere in the vicinity of the electrical
lab leaving only about ten feet to
spare at one end. Each wing-tip
would tower over a tall man standing on the runway. Of course, we
wouldn't want to damage the building by tearing down the walls but
this may serve as a graphic illustration of the size of the B-19.
An ordinary commercial transport
could be tucked beneath each wing
and a light sport plane under each
stabilizer. The fuel tanks hold 12,000
gallons of gasoline as compared with
the railway tank car's 10,000 gallons.
Fully loaded the plane weighs eighty
tons, twenty-eight of which is in the
form of highly explosive persuasion.
The landing gear is of the tricycle
type; each main wheel weighs a half
ton, stands eight feet high, and contains 150 miles of rayon cord in addition to three miles of steel wire. Almost totally independent of ground
facilities, the B-19 carries its own
hoists to change the propellers, to
lift any one of the engines from its
mountings, and to hoist supplies,
such as bombs, into the bay. A gangway or ladder can be lowered to the
ground for the convenience of the
crew.

The crew is provided with all the
comforts of home. The main cabin,
as well as the quarters and galley, is
heated by steam boilers which in
turn are heated by exhaust gases
from the engines.
Stationed at the nose of the bomber is the forward gunner. Just back
of and below him is the bombardier.
Back of them sit the pilot and copilot, still thirty feet forward of the
leading edge of the wing. In the next
cabin are stationed the navigator and
commander, and next to them come
the radio operator and chief engineer. The radioman is as well
equipped as a radio operator of a
medium-sized radio station. The
mechanics quarters are aft of the
main control cabin.
The mechanics can walk into the
wing as far as the outer engines
without stooping. Since flight may be
maintained on two engines, minor
repairs and adjustments can be made
in flight. Behind the mechanics
quarters are the auxiliary engines,
oxygen supply, and other gear. The
huge bomb bay occupies the central
portion of the fuselage. The last
compartment in the plane is the
crew's quarters and galley.
This is about as much as the Army
Air Corps would like to have known
about the B-19. There is a full complement of eighteen men; ten comprise the flight crew. Where the remaining eight are stationed and what
they do is a military secret, but you
may be sure that they won't be knitting bundles for Britain. The Army
does say however, that there are no
"blind spots" on the plane and that
there are more machine-guns and
cannon aboard than on any other
known plane of registered foreign
manufacture.
The nerve center of the bomber
is a small storage battery, not much
larger than the ones used in automobiles. This battery furnishes the
Page
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energy to start the small engines
which in turn start the flight engines.
These 2,000 horsepower engines, of
the Wright Duplex-Cyclone type,
turn the newly-developed, sixteenfoot four-bladed propellers. The four
flight engines develop about 8,000
horsepower on the take-off, which is
about the turbine capacity of a
medium-sized ocean liner. Each cylinder head is separately provided
with a new type shock absorber
which carries the force of explosion
back into the stronger portions of
the wing by stainless steel tubular
piping.
The B-19 was first assembled as
three parts, the wing and nacelles,
the fuselage, and the tail section.
The 212 foot wing was constructed
on a huge vertical steel jig. The main
spar of the wing is of box beam construction covered on the top and
bottom with corrugated aluminum
alloy, every third stringer being reenforced. Of course, no pilot has the
strength to move the wing control
surfaces since the play in the ailerons
is about ten feet. This work is performed by hydraulic pressure controlled by the pilot. The wing section
covers over a tenth of an acre, and
the wing-tips, when the plane is on
the ground, are over sixteen feet
high. The nacelle skin is Alclad of
about .040 gauge and flush riveted.
In places where sections are heavy,
dual rivets, countersunk, are used.
The fuselage and tail sections were
assembled on horizontal jigs. The fin
and stabilizers are of full cantilever
type and rib construction is of builtup aluminum alloy.
When the B-19 was taken from the
hanger, all jigs had to be torn apart.
To construct more B-19's will require
new jigs for each plane since such
a plane could never be manufactured by mass production methods.
Nevertheless, the greater part of the
work has been done and Douglas
executives promise that the B-19 can
be duplicated in fifteen months.
When all sections were completed,
they were brought together and assembled as a unit, after which, the
intricate control system was installed.
A complete fire alarm system guards
Page
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against any fire hazard. Independent
of this is a twenty-four station telephone system. Also independent is
the public address system by means
of which any member of the crew
can warn the others of an attack.
The need for specially constructed
runways for the plane is evident considering that the B-19 weighs twice
as much as a Boeing Clipper, which
alights on water, and three times as
much as the standard army bomber,
the Flying Fortress.
Many lessons have been learned
at the expense of London and these
lessons are incorporated in the B-19.
It has been found that speed is not
so essential in long-range bombing
and that speed must be sacrificed in
the interest of a longer cruising
range and heavier armament. Supercharged engines are needed, and
have been developed for stratosphere flying. Hitting a target from a
light bomber at a high altitude is like
trying to drop marbles in a tin cup
from a pogo-stick. Therefore steadiness in the air has been achieved in
the Flying Fortress and B-19 through
heavier planes but with a resulting
loss of speed. For this reason the
B-19 has a top speed of only 200
miles per hour. But with the protection of many fighter planes with reported speeds over 400 miles per
hour, there is no reason why long
range bombing is not practical.
Of course there is the possibility
of a suicidal dive into the huge
bomber which would most certainly
knock it from the sky. But cannot a
fanatic in a sub or torpedo boat sink
a battleship costing forty times the
B-19 just as easily? The country that
can produce the deadliest planes and
produce them on a large scale over
a long period of time, will eventually
win the war.
Since all other planes are designed
to protect or destroy the bomber,
does it not seem reasonable that the
nation that can put into the sky the
best bombers will eventually triumph?
The future of the world lies in the
sky. The present conflict will be won
or lost by air-power, but more important, the peace that follows will

be an era of sky-born commerce.
Passengers and freight will be carried across the oceans in huge planes
that will dwarf the B-19 as much as
it now dwarfs the present commercial transports. The one factor holding back the development of larger
planes is the necessity for larger,
more-powerful engines. After the
war will come rapid improvement in
engines because of the experience
derived from super-bombers such as
the B-19.

We Should be Proud
The pride of Rose students in their
college is well-founded. Rose not only
is recognized as one of the finest
engineering colleges in the country,
but it possesses a beautiful campus
which has aroused favorable comment from nearly all of its visitors.
The rolling lawns place Rose in a
setting which is the envy of many
larger colleges, and yet sometimes
the men of Rose forget that it is their
responsibility to help preserve the
appearance of the campus.
Carelessly, and no doubt thoughtlessly, students who drive to school
late have recently been parking their
cars on the lawn. As a result of this
practice, the sod has been cut up to
such an extent that the lawn near
the roadway in many places, is no
longer green but a rutted eyesore of
Indiana clay. With but slight exertion on the part of those students
who come late, this sad condition
could have been avoided. It takes but
a minute to park further out along
the road leading to the tennis courts
and by taking this trouble the grass
yet may be saved. At least, the lawn
would not be cut up any worse than
it is.
Possibly the erection of a few signs
or even a guard rail will be necessary, but surely the men of Rose
have the necessary pride in the
beauty of their campus to make this
move unnecessary. All Rose students
want their campus to be as handsome when they leave as it was when
they came to Rose as freshmen, so
the present condition should not
—F. L. K.
exist any longer.
The Rose Technic

If The Shoe Fits—
Too many college students pass
through their four years of higher
education with only the information
they have been subjected to in their
own texts. Too few industrious students use the library as a source of
further information. Now is the time
to learn, for if one is not interested
enough in a subject to search for
more knowledge, he will certainly
not go out of his way in the future.
The library should be used as a
storehouse of facts and not as a quiet
place in which to sleep. The library
can give a student additional interesting facts if he will only have the
initiative to look for them.
Too often the text-book contains
merely the opinions of the author.
Seldom can a student get a wellrounded argument from such a book
and the average student goes on
blissfully unaware that there may be
another side to the question. Also
many college professors fail to realize
the necessity of advising the student
to go deeper into the subject than his
text or classroom discussion. You are
not in school to become an automaton, thinking and arguing as if
there was only one side to the question. Learn to teach yourself new
ways to study, cultivate new friendships, mix with all types and classes
of people, and become an active
member of your school, but above
all learn to think for yourself.
Bull sessions are often condemned
as being wasteful in the sense that
they deprive the students of valuable time that may be needed for
study. Constructive conversation can
never be called wasteful because
such discussions tend to make the
student seek more and broader
knowledge. Such a desire is carried
on into life after college. This practice must be learned; for some it
will come easy while others will have
to force themselves to use the library
for reference work. In either case,
the practice will soon become a helpful habit, not only in the sense that
it better prepares the student for his
class but also because it gives the
individual additional interesting
M a y, 1 9 4 2
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facts that he otherwise might have be regular in every way and together
missed.
with the October issue will comprise
The advantages derived from use the first semester copies.
of the library are greatly increased
The summer issues will be sent to
if the student seeks the information all regular subscribers and the subon his own initiative. Individuals scription time will be shortened by
who are compelled to do something two months. It is suggested now to
that they do not wish to do lose sight all readers whose subscriptions are
of the fact that they are helping expiring that they renew them bethemselves and are inclined to slight fore July so as not to miss an issue.
their work. The value of the library
The Editor
will be lost to these students unless
they can be brought to realize its Do You Know That
importance.
An American equivalent of the
The library may be considered a German Geopolitical Institute at
silent teacher, ready to divulge any Munich, credited with profoundly
information that the inquisitive stu- influencing Hitler's campaigns, has
dent may ask. All of us need to spend been organized at the University of
more time there. Let us promise our- Maryland.
selves that we will make more use
German geopolitics is based upon
of it in the future than we have in the idea of a space-conception apthe past.
—W. H. P.
plied to world politics. The theory
(Karl Haushofer's) is that Europe,
Summer Publications
Asia and Africa constitute a "WorldThe Technic has now joined the Island", rule of which insures comschool speed-up program and will mand of the entire world.
for the first time in its history pubHaushofer has supplied Hitler and
lish July and September issues. The the German war machine with pricepublications during the summer will less material.
Page
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Lockheed P-38, "The Lightning," used by the U. S. Army and P. A. F.

Courtesy of Machine Tools

RESEA CH A\D DEVELOPME\T
Robert W.Hodgers,junior, e.e.
Sterilamp—Death to Bacteria
The sterilamp is a slender tube
made of ultraviolet-transmitting
glass. It contains an electrode sealed
into each end, a small quantity of
mercury, and inert gasses under low
pressure (about 17 mm. of mercury).
The lamp is connected to a 60-cycle,
115-volt supply circuit through a
small current-limiting transformer.
The transformer provides the necessary voltage to create a discharge
when the voltage is applied. Some of
the mercury is vaporized by this
discharge and since the mercury
vapor has a smaller ionizing potential
than the gases, the discharge shifts
to the mercury and operation continues at a reduced electrode voltage.
The inert gases contribute nothing
to the emission in the bactericidal
region, but are used only for starting
the discharge and controlling the
temperature of operation.
The lamp being of a cold-cathode
type operates at low temperatures.
The tube itself is cool to the touch,
there being only 12 watts consumed
by a 10-inch unit. This feature of the
Page
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lamp is especially important in airconditioning and cold-storage boxes
where heat loss is a problem. The
lamp will burn continuously or intermittently for about 4500 hours,
the useful life being ended not by
failure of the discharge but by a loss
of the shortwave radiation.
As is so often the case, when we
learn how nature does something we
are able to improve upon it. The sun
as a bactericidal agent is, roughly,
only 1/200 as effective as the Sterilamp. The Sterilamp will produce the
same amount of bactericidal radiation at two feet in 10 seconds as the
noon sun at midsummer will produce
in 30 minutes. The Sterilamp is extremely efficient as a generator of
ultraviolet; 84 per cent of the lamp's
radiation occurs in the 2550-angstrom region. Less than 10 per cent
is in the visible spectrum—above
4000 angstroms.
By increasing the current through
the lamp to compensate for the reduced output, the Sterilamp can be
controlled so that its radiation can
be maintained essentially constant
throughout its life.

The Sterilamp has many applications by now. It is used by bakeries
to increase the mold-free life of
bread and cakes. Vats of syrup for
soft drinks are now kept mold free,
whereas formerly they had to have
the top surface skimmed off. Glasses
and silverware are being sterilized
in this fashion in many public eating places.
Mortality among baby chicks is
greatly cut down by installation of
Sterilamps in brooder houses. The
bactericidal rays in dairy barns not
only improve the general health of
the cows but also reduce to 1/15 the
bacterial count in the air to which
the milking utensils are exposed.
Tenderizing beef can be accomplished in two or three days by a new
process employing Sterilamp known
as Tenderay. Older methods required several weeks. In the new
process the temperatures in the
hanging rooms can be raised since
the ultraviolet radiations furnished
by the Sterilamp hold the mold and
bacteria in check.
Several years ago Dr. Dery Hart,
a surgeon at Duke University, came
The Rose Technic

being used by duPont is similar to
microscopes used to study the structure of rocks. Accepted petrographic
methods are followed. Polarized light
is passed through crystals of the organic compound, thus creating color
interference patterns which are compared with known standards to determine the exact compound being
analyzed. An essential feature of the
method, although comparatively expensive and requiring much experience, can be applied to practically
all organic compounds, whether
gases or liquids, provided they can
be converted to crystalline derivates
for observation. As only very small
amounts of material are required,
this method promises to become a
rapid and critical tool of chemical
analysis.

Courtesy of Scientific America??

Meat kept in prirne condition longer by bactericidal radiation.

to the conclusion that airborne bacteria are a cause of post-operative
infections. With Dr. Rentschler's
help he applied the newly developed
Sterilamp in his operating room.
Severe post-operative infections almost disappeared, and the total number of infections declined amazingly.
Hart recently reported that the percentage of infected wounds at Duke
fell from 11.9 to 0.24 per cent, and
not one patient in 2463 cases has died
from post-operative infection. Hospitals are now using bactericidal radiation in other ways. "Curtains" of
ultraviolet are established around
each crib in nurseries, preventing
cross infection during that critical
first few days of a baby's life.
Ultraviolet radiation is a powerful
new tool with which to fight bacteria,
not only when human life is in the
balance, but also to improve the
general health. It constitutes another
great contribution of the engineers to
the comfort and well-being of the
modern individual.

and to offer considerable time-saving
possibilities in distinguishing between compounds having chemical
features in common" is now being
employed in duPont laboratories.
The method is one involving the use
of polarized light transmited through
a petrographic microscope to determine the nature of an organic
crystal. The petrographic microscope

Safety Heads for
Pressure Equipment
A safety head diaphragm, or rupture disc, should burst within 5,;
of its specified pressure, otherwise,
over-pressure might damage the
vessel. As the safety head has no
moving parts to stick, no narrow
passages to plug up, no adjustment
to screw down, there is no problem
in making a pressure rupture disc

Petrographic Microscope
A versatile and precise method of
identifying chemical compounds that
is reported "able to stand on its own
feet as a technique of identification,
M a
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Courtesy of Scientific American

The petrographic microscope; left, crystals of orgcrnic compounds; right, gptical picture.
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Courtesy of Bakelite Review

New safety glass under a pressure of two tons
per square foot.

Flexseal Safety Glass
A new Flexseal safety glass has
been developed by Pittsburgh Plate
Glass Company for use on substratosphere airplanes, whose pressurized
cabins require strong and tightly
sealed windows which will not release the cabin pressure if broken
in flight. This new glass is more than
ten times as strong as ordinary
safety glass.
Flexseal glass consists of four layers: the two outside layers being of
a special heat-treated glass and the
Courtesy of Bakelite Review
inside layers being polyvinyl
two
A corrosion-resistant safety head that does
for
needed
metals
butyral plastic. The inner layers,
not employ non-corrosive
defense.
however, extend beyond the edges
of the glass and serve as a flexible
that will burst at a certain pres- resilient edge that can be nailed,
sure—when it is new.
bolted, or screwed to a window
The purpose of safety heads is to frame. The pliability of the plastic
save life and property. It must have when clamped assures a hermetically
a long life, it must stand up under tight seal.
the abuse of pressure, exposure to
Hard surfaces, clear vision, and
weather, or the attack of corrosive rigidity is provided by the special
chemicals for months, perhaps years, glass. And,in addition, the glass comuntil a certain day on which it must bines the strength, toughness, and
burst at its original specified pres- elasticity of the elastic plastic sheetsure to prevent explosion of the pres- ing. If the glass is broken, the pressure vessel it protects.
Since many safety heads are used
in corrosive atmospheres, Black,
Swalls and Byrson, Inc. provide a
special safety head that has the thin
metal rupture disc coated with a
"Bakelite" heat-reactive phenolic
varnish. The safety flanges that hold
this rupture member are made of a
corrosion-resistant plastic. The use
of these plastic flanges is especially
important now since many types of
non-corrosive metals and alloys are
obtainable only for defense equipCourtesy of Bakelite Review
ment.
Flexseal safety glass for the substrcrtosphere.
Paiv; 12

sure differential inside and out is
maintained by the thick plastic layers which are securely attached to
the cabin wall.

Creep-strength Tests
A method has been developed for
determining the rate of flow of
metals under stress at temperatures
of from 1450 to 1750° F. Stresses applied in this range give rates of creep
about 1,000,000 times as great as
those observed in standard tests
at temperatures between 1000 to
1300° F. The metal or alloy is drawn
into a wire of about 10 mills diameter which is formed into a V-shaped
filament. The wire is subjected to
constant stress by a weight which is
suspended at the tip of the V while
the wire is heated to the desired
temperature by passing current
through it. The wire is enclosed in a
glass nitrogen-filled cylinder. The
temperature is determined by means
of a calibrated tungsten-filament pyrometer lamp, and the rate of creep
by means of a cathetometer.
It has been found that, in accordance with theoretical predictions,
the rate of creep at constant temperatures increases exponentially with
stress, while at constant stress the
rate increases rapidly with temperature according to a relation similar
to that observed between the rate
of evaporation of a metal and the
temperature. From such observations it is possible to extrapolate, at
least qualitatively, the relative creep
resistance of alloys at operating
temperatures and stresses.

Airplane Engines Aid
in Own Manufacture
The use of "all but the pig's
squeal" in packing houses has long
The Rose Technic

Miniature Ball Bearings
Tiny ball bearings, ranging from
1/8 to 5/16 inches in outside diameter, are now being commercially
manufactured by Miniature Precision Bearings. They are deep groove,
full race, radial type bearings of conventional heavy duty design, having
dimension tolerances and operating
clearances of 1/3 to 1/4 those allowed by the SAE for the smallest
sizes considered heretofore. From
eight to ten balls are in each bearing, with diameters varying from
1/32 to 1/16 inches.
Courtesy of Westinghouse

A combination 700 hp dynamometer and 2000 hp eddy current generator
used for testing engines.

been held up as the ultimate in utilization but the airplane manufacturer
has developed the same efficiency.
Engines for military aircraft are
given a shakedown or "green" run
of several hours. After the green run
they are torn down, inspected and
reassembled for a final run. In the
new engine plant of Ford Motor Co.,
both the "green" run and the final
run are made under load. In the past
the engines dissipated their power
into the air by driving special propelers. Not only did the waste several millions of gallons of gasoline
every month but it also created
problems of noise and heat elimination.
The Ford Motor Co. has installed
sixteen Westinghouse 1250-kva, 720rpm synchronous generators. Each
generator is connected to an engine
through a hydraulic slip coupling
which is arranged so that the generator runs at a constant speed of
720 rpm and delivers power to the
alternating-current bus of the plant.
In this manner sufficient power is
recovered to supply a large percentage of that needed for manufacturing.

Their accurate alignment, long
wear, and low maintenance needs
make them applicable for continuous
operation instruments, such as chronometers, time locks, barometers,
and anemometers. Their relatively
high load capacity make them particularly suitable for many applications in which jewel pivots lack
the necessary physical strength. Examples are such mechanisms as precision scales, heavy gimbal mountings, governor weight pivots and
seismograph pendulums. They are
also particularly important in precision instruments which are subject
to severe shocks and jolts as is the
case in aviation applications in fractional horse-power motors, generators, radio equipment, controls and
training mechanisms.

purpose machines were equipped in
1941.
Illustrative of the large sizes is a
planer built by the Mesta Machine
Co. to machine battleship plates. It
is capable of machining plates 15 by
45 feet and has a clearance under
the rail of 14 feet. A load of 300,000
pounds can be supported by the
table which is supported three ways
instead of the conventional two.
The William Sellers Company has
recently installed a pit planer which
is driven by a 150-hp, 200 to 1200
rpm motor. This motor is the largest
ever used on a planer. It is limited
to a 6 to 1 speed-range by an automatic control. The planer, being of
special design, allows the piece
being machined to
remain stationary
and the complete
saddle, supported
on two sets of
rails, reciprocates
to make the cut.
Cross planing is
also provided by
an auxiliary tool
carriage on the
saddle which can
also be reciproMachine Tools for Defense
cated and it is
The big news in the machine tool driven by a sepindustry during 1941 has been the arate 50-hp motor.
large number of machine-tool units The plane is 34 ft.
built for defense work. In one wide, 65 ft. long
armor-plate machinery plant alone, and 22 ft. high and
36 planers, 12 heavy milling ma- can machine plates
Courtesy of Engineering Progress
A planer for bcrttleship plate that has a capacity the size of
chines, and several other special 15 by 40 ft.
two flatcars side by side.
M a y, 1 9 4 2
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K)U\D THE CAMPUS
by Charles W. Newlin, freshman
Commencement
Exercises Held
The first class to graduate from
Rose under the accelerated school
program has left Rose and many of
the members have already stepped
into their respective positions. All
are doing their part for national defense. Those who took advanced military training while in Rose will immediately enter the army to become
second lieutenants in the Engineer
Corps, while the remainder have taken jobs in various industries over the
country.
Although a month sooner than in
past years, commencement was held
in the same manner as usual, Saturday, May 9, in the gymnasium. Dr.
Henry T. Heald, President of the
Illinois Institute of Technology, addressed the seniors. Warren W.
Kelley, who graduated from Rose in
1907, spoke representing the alumni,
The day before graduation was also
filled with activities for the seniors.
The seniors and their families, and
the alumni who came to the graduation exercises were given a reception
by Dr. Prentice at his home. The
Faculty Reception took place Friday
night for the seniors and their guests.
A luncheon was given for the
alumni following the exercises. The
alumni banquet was held at the
Terre Haute House, Saturday night.
At the same time the visiting ladies
were entertained by the ladies of the
faculty at the Deming Hotel.

school in 1909, when Rose was located at Thirteenth and Locust
Streets. He is now stationed with the
Corps of Engineers at Fort Hayes in
Columbus, Ohio. All the students in
the military department wore their
uniforms at all times during the day
of the review and paid the same
respects to their superior officers as
they would, were they in the regular
army.
The inspection this year was
slightly different from those given
in past years. The basic students
were interviewed by the inspecting
officer in their regular classes rather
than in two large groups as has been
the policy of the past. In this manner
more personal contact was made between the inspecting officer and each
student. The sham battle which has
been an important event in inspections of past years was not a part
of this years' inspection. In its place
wa's a more thorough two-day review
of battalion drill and classroom activities.

The students of the second year
basic course gave a demonstration
of rigging Wednesday afternoon. The
general review of the Rose battalion
was held at 3: 30. Since the day was
warm and clear, many people came
to witness the Rose battalion in action. The battalion first passed in review and this was followed by a
personal inspection of the group by
Colonel Smith. Captain Dudleston
of the American Legion presented
awards to the outstanding students
in the Rose battalion. The following
cadets received military awards:
Cadet Major Harold E. Bowsher—
Award, donated by the Rose Polytechnic Institute Chapter of Tau Nu
Tau to the outstanding cadet officer.
Cadet Major Harold E. Bowsher,
Cadet Captain Ray K. Chalfant,
Cadet Captain James R. Brown—
Medals, donated by the Indiana Reserve Officers' Association for military excellence, 2nd year advanced
course.
Cadet 1st Sergeant William T.

Military Inspection
Since the people of the United
States are becoming more and more
war-minded, the situation at Rose,
April 22-23 seemed very appropriate.
The entire school took on a military
aspect those two days. Lieutenant
Colonel Richard L. Smith came to
Rose as the inspecting officer to examine the Rose battalion of the
R. O. T. C. Colonel Smith, himself,
was a Rose graduate, leaving the
Page
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First platoon of Company A
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Weinhardt, Cadet Master Sergeant
Ralph E. Brown, Cadet 1st Sergeant
Alan W. Ker—Medals, donated by
the Chicago Tribune to 1st year advanced course students for military
excellence.
Cadet Corporal Richard C. Ellsworth, Cadet Corporal Harry D.
Frye, Cadet Corporal Frank H.
Winters—Medals, donated by the
Chicago Tribune to 2nd year basic
course students for military excellence.
Cadet Edgar Carpenter, Cadet
Richard C. Ellsworth—Medals, donated by Lieutenant Colonel D. B.
Shourds, in memory of Frances
Gulick Shourds, to outstanding
soldiers of the basic course.
Cadet Raymond W. France—
Medal, donated by Krietenstein Post,
American Legion, for outstanding
bandsman.
Mr. James S. March, Cadet 1st
Sergeant Alan W. Ker, Cadet 1st
Sergeant Richard O. Driskell—
Medals, donated by the Fort Harrison Post, American Legion, for
marksmanship.
Cadet Corporal James D. Pool,
Cadet Corporal Raymond I. Kopan,
Cadet Robert Crawford — Medals,
donated by Robert F. Prox for
marksmanship.
Wednesday night the members of
Tau Nu Tau military fraternity gave
a dinner-dance at the Deming Hotel
ball room for the visiting inspecting
officer. The dinner was held at 6: 30.
At this time Cadet Major Harold E.
Bowsher was presented a toilet set
by the Tau Nu Tau fraternity in appreciation of his outstanding work
with the unit this year. The dance
following the dinner was held from
9:00 until 12:00 with music by Bert
Woodard's orchestra.

ment received the same bridge hands, Hodgers, e.e.; corresponding secreand scoring was made on the manner tary, C. Theodore Thomas, m.e.
each hand was played and the numThe Tau Betes will have held two
ber of tricks taken.
dinner meetings this year besides
Ten teams from Rose entered the those held for initiation. The first was
tournament. The five teams which a steak diner held at the Castle Roma
played in the official tournament in March. As this meeting was thorwere chosen when eliminations were oughly enjoyed by all the members,
held at the Alpha Tau Omega fra- another dinner meeting was held
ternity house, Tuesday, April 14. May 5.
The most recent group of men
Those teams which represented Rose
elected
to Tau Beta Pi was Eugene
are William Fowle and Warren
E.
Hess,
Gene F. McConnell, and
Lowdermilk, William Morris and
Robert
W. Hodgers. The next group
Christy Jones, Robert King and
Wayne Shanks, Clayton Taylor and to be chosen will be selected in June
John VanderVeer, Clay Riley and or July.
Tau Beta Pi is a national honorary
Edwin Gaston. The official tournafraternity
whose members must
ment was played, April 21, at the
stand
in
the
upper fifth of their class
Theta Xi fraternity house.
scholastically. Men also must have
shown by participation in extraTau Beta Pi
curricular activities and by their
The Rose chapter of maintenance of a high character that
Tau Beta Pi, national they are worthy of Tau Beta Pi.
honorary fraternity,
held an election of A. S. M. E.
officers last month. The
The Tenth Annual
following juniors were
Midwest Student
elected to serve for the
Conference of the
coming year: president,
American Society of
John T. Newlin, c.e.;
Mechanical E n g ivice-president, Alan W. Ker, m.e.;
neers, held Monday
recording secretary, Robert W.
(Continued on page 24)

Bridge Tournament
At last the card sharks at Rose
had their chance to demonstrate
their special abilities with the pasteboards. Several students at Rose entered the National College Bridge
Tournament, which was offered certain colleges over the country. This
tournament was played by mail. All
the colleges that entered the tournaM a y, 1 9 4 2

"Pass in Review"
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CAMPUS SPORTS
by Raymond I. Kopan, sophomore, e.e.
Track
The Rose track team has reached
the middle of its 1942 season with a
good record behind it. So far the
Engineers have won dual meets with
Earlham on April 11, and with
Wabash on April 25. The team also
placed a close second in a triangular
meet with DePauw and St. Joseph
at Greencastle on April 22.
Ed McGovern, a freshman, has accumulated seven firsts, a second, and
a third which, together with participation in the thrice victorious mile
relay team, has given him a grand
total of 433A, points out of the 210
made by the team so far. Ed has won
three firsts in the 220-yard dash, two
firsts and a second in the 100-yard
dash, and two firsts and a third in
the broad jump.
Three seniors, who were the backbone of last year's team, are the other
individual stars of this year's team.
Keeler has scored in the high jump,
javelin throw, 220-yard dash, discus
throw, and mile relay to give him a
total of 353A, points. Art Johnson has
won both the pole vault, and the 440yard dash three times. He also is
anchor man on the mile relay team,

leaving him the only man who has
not lost an individual event. Winston
2 points
1
Cundiff ranks next with 29/
hurhigh
120-yard
the
in
obtained
the
hurdles,
low
dles, the 220-yard
broad jump, and the mile relay.

The Earlham meet was held in
Richmond, April 11, on a cold, mud- Summary
The season has been a success so
dy track. The two teams were very
evenly matched throughout, and the far and there is much to indicate
last event of the afternoon, the mile that it will continue to be so. The
relay, found them in a deadlock with main weakness up to now has been
each having 63 points. Keeler, Mc- the lack of strength in weight events
Govern, Cundiff, and Johnson col- and distance runs.
Summaries:
laborated to win that race and conMile Run—Won by Rich, Wabash;
sequently the meet. The final score Forbes, Wabash, second; Reiman, Rose,
third. Time-4 minutes, 52 seconds.
was Rose 68 to Earlham's 63.
440-Yard Dash—Won by Johnson, Rose;
The next meet was held at Green- Steck, Rose, second; Byreum, Wabash,
Time--53 seconds.
castle, April 22, with DePauw play- third.
100-Yard Dash—Won by McGovern,
ing host to both the Engineers and Rose; Cundiff, Rose, second; Scott, Wabash,
third. Time-10.5 seconds.
St. Joseph's squad. It was an ideal
High Jump--Won by Rumbley, Rose;
day for a meet and some good races Keeler, Rose, second; Davis, Wabash,
third. Height-6 feet, 2 inches.
took place, especially the 10-second
Shot Put—Won by Caldwell, Wabash;
100-yard dash. The afternoon ended Dowd, Wabash, second; Rumbley, Rose,
third. Distance-40 feet, 10 inches.
with DePauw edging Rose out 59 to
120-Yard High Hurdles—Won by CunRose; Hillenbrand, Rose, second;
56, and St. Joseph trailing with 47 diff,
Garret, Rose, third. Time-16.6 seconds.
points.
Half Mile Run—Won by Rich, Wabash;
Buts, Rose, second; Moe, Wabash, third.
the
was
Wabash
The meet with
Time--2 minutes, .08 seconds.
220-Yard Dash—Won by McGovern,
first to be held on the home field,
Rose; Keeler, Rose, second; Davis, Wabash,
and the Engineers took full advan- third. Time--23.2 seconds.
(Continued on Page 24)
tage of the fact by swamping them

Cundiff crnd Hillenbrand in the Wabash meet
Page
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86 to 45. As usual the Rose squad was
weak only in the distance runs and
weight events and strong in the
dashes, pole vault, and broad jump.
McGovern led the scoring with three
firsts and participation in the mile
relay.

Big Bill Rumbley clearing 6'-2"
The Rose Technic

Alerf... Me TaskForce ofthe
Telephone army!
Wherever the call, a mechanized army of
more than 27,000 Bell telephone trucks
stands ready. Each has a skilled crew ...
armed with hand tools and power equipment designed especially for the job to be
done. They are ready and efficient and can
be mobilized anywhere, anytime.
This is just one way the Bell System is
prepared to keep lines open and ready for
war-time service — no matter when
or where the test may come.

404
.„
.-1411
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A-LUMINOUS ALUMN
edited by W. Alan Winslow, sophomore, ch.e.
Class of'92 Celebrates its
Golden Anniversary
Editor's Note—This article was
written by W. A. Layman who was
graduated in the class of '92. He was
the first editor of the Technic and
since the time of its founding he has
remained a very /oyal supporter.
And now the class of 1892 ripens
into its golden anniversary and joins
the seven groups of Rose antiques
preceeding it. Yet it defies the normal ravages of Father Time, for of
its 25 novitiates of 1892, seventeen
still survive to witness, and participate in, the vast national struggle to
preserve the privileges and opportunities they have enjoyed during
their professional careers. Nor are
our seventeen living on memories

alone, for ten are still in active professional careers. While seven are
classified by the school catalogue as
retired it may be confidently asserted even these are contributing usefully to their environment. For the
spirit of '92 was aggressively constructive from their advent as freshmen.
You are reminded that the class
was the largest to be graduated during the first thirteen years of Rose's
active operation. It entered with
some seventy men, and with inheritances from prior classes and other
accretions, attained a total enrollment of eighty-six. Twenty-two bade
farewell to Rose during their freshman year. Twenty-five took to the
wayside during their sophomore
year. Fourteen deserted the class

during their junior year, while a
lonely one departed during the senior
year. Thus twenty-five, heat treated
to the hardness of graduation, passed
out into the apathetic atmosphere of
1892. No $150-per-month sincecures
awaited the graduates. The tempting
emolument of five cents an hour
lured several into the seasoning
courses of the large electrical companies. Others braved the meager
sustenance proffered by smaller corporations. A few rendered their virgin genius to Uncle Sam. But as the
years passed all these men of '92
found a definite and useful niche in
the progressive industry of the nation, and Rose has had no occasion
to apologize for their achievements.
Could it be otherwise when one of
these men, with the youngest of the

Class of '92

l' a I.; e
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group celebrating his seventieth
birthday this year, still serves his
state vigorously in the public utility
field; while another, "retired" under
seniority rules of his organization,
graduates this year from the three
year law course of a prominent university, and while numerous others,
still professing the virility of 25 years
ago, are offering their Rose brand
of advice for an appropriate expert
fee?
Naturally the class has many
pleasant memories of its days in Rose
to brighten quiet hours. Rose men of
today will not respond to mention of
faculty names of their day. But to us
the names of Mendenhall, Wickersham, Gray, Noyes, Howe, Mees,
Waldo, Hathaway, Kirchner, and
Place, not to mention the shop
heads who struggled to mold them
into mechanics from 7 A. M. to 12 M.
four days a week, bring back rich
associations and many episodes bearing strongly on their professional
lives. Perhaps you of today are not
aware that '92 launched both Technic
and Modulus upon their successful
careers. And were you to delve into
the early records of both intra and
inter collegiate sports, you would
find '92 figured very conspicuously
in the proud victories Rose achieved.
Rose moulded us from an assemblage of crude material into a group
of earnest, cooperative, loyal enthusiasts. Wherever the vicissitudes of
life have placed them, they have
striven to live up to the ethical and
professional ideals Rose imparted to
them. They now arrive at this Golden
anniversary glad to voice again their
indebtedness and their loyalty to
their Alma Mater. The curtain will
fall gradually for those of us still
observing the panorama of technical
and scientific progress and Rose's
vital role therein. But we shall pass
without dishonoring the Institute's
escutcheon or failing to help pave
the way for those of Rose who have
followed us up the strenuous pathway toward professional success.
W. A. Layman, President of his
class; S. B. Tinsley, class secretary;
and W. J. Fogarty, athletic manager,
all of whom served for four years,
M a y, 1 9 4 2

will be on hand for the graduation
ceremonies in May with their wives.

Rose Alumni Meet
The Rose Alumni of Houston,
Texas, had a luncheon meeting with
C. Wischmeyer, '06, who was in
Houston attending the spring meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, on Monday,
March 23. Those present included
Wyeth, '11, Owen, '11, Rolshausen,
'20, C. R. Wischmeyer,'37, and Newby, formerly of the class of '23.
Young,'22 was unable to be present
because of a previous engagement.

plays, are his favorite hobbies.
Mr. Clay would advise a young
man to study engineering at Rose if
he is at all interested in the profession. As a word of advice, he states
that in his opinion the prime requisite for a successful life is choosing
a career that retains ones interests.

Deceased

Samuel S. Early, '78, prominent
North Easton, Mass., banker and
businessman, died April 6 at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. Keen F.
Markey. He was a former vice-president of the North Easton Savings
Bank and director of the First Na39 Years as an Engineer
tional Bank of Easton.
Mr. G. Harry Clay, class of 1901,
He had lived with his daughter,
has been employed for 39 years as
since
his retirement as general manan engineer in various plants since
ager
of the Ames Shovel & Tool
his graduation from Rose.
Company
of North Easton ten years
Mr. Clay lived in Terre Haute as
ago.
a child and later attended what is
Born in Terre Haute, he was edunow Wiley high school. Upon his
cated
in the town's schools and was
graduation Mr. Clay entered Rose
member
of the first class to be
a
and took chemical engineering.
graduated
from
Rose. He came to
The first position he held was with
North
Easton
in
1904.
the Proctor and Gamble Co. Mr.
He was a member of Paul Dean
Clay stayed with this company for
nineteen years and then took a job Lodge A. F. and A. M. of North
with the Texas Co. where he worked Easton, the Commercial Club of
for two years. The next position he Brockton and University Club of
held was with the K. C. T. Lab. Boston.
where he worked for ten years. Next
he accepted a job with Luzier's Inc. New Arrival
where he is now employed. He has
Mr. Harry E. Lewis, class of '26,
been employed by the company for
has announced the birth of a son,
over seven years.
John William, on April 9th. Mr.
Mr. Clay states that his present
Lewis is now employed with the
job is the most interesting at which
General Electric Company in Schehe has worked; and moreover that
nectady, New York, where he is an
every job is interesting in the life
engineer in the Industrial Heating
of a chemical engineer.
Department.
He married Linnie Phillips of
Terre Haute, on March 29, 1906. He
Wedding Bells
has had four children, one girl and
Prof. Claude Nagel Settles anthree boys, two of whom are living.
nounces
the marriage of his daughter
Mr. Clay also has one grandchild who
Emma
Carolyn to Mr. Samuel Bell
plans to attend Rose when he has
been graduated from high school. Woodward Jr., Wednesday, April 1,
His grandson should be in the class 1942, in San Jose, Cal.
of '61.
Prof. Settles was formerly in the
Mr. Clay is particularly interested English department at Rose, and left
in industrial chemistry. His other in- in June, 1928. He was in charge of
terests are numerous and varied; the dormitory when it was first
maps, old glass, music, and theatrical opened.
make up, especially for high school
(Continued on page 26)
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FRATER\ITY
FRAGME\TS
Sigma Nu
Beta Upsilon
wishes to announce
t h e initiation o f
Richard Buchanan,
Rob ert Leathers,
Francis Pf r an k,
Paul Jewell, Ted
Kadel, Charles Fox, and George
Butwin. These men were given the
status of Sigma Nu and lifelong
membership in the fraternity on
April 19. A banquet was held in
their honor at the Castle Roma following the initiation ceremony.
Beta Upsilon acted as host for the
Hoosier Rally of Sigma Nu on Saturday, April 25. Representatives were
present at this state conclave from
DePauw, Indiana, Purdue, and Butler universities. The afternoon discussions centered about the prob0
DRINK

Drawing Equipment and Supplies

IN BOTTLES

"The Pause That Refreshes"

COCA COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
924 Lafayette Ave.

lems of fraternity rush, social life, Theta Xi
and management. Fraternity preThe Kappa Chapmonitions and preparations concernter of Theta Xi is
ing the war were discussed in great
happy to announce
detail from the standpoint of the
the initiation of the
various large and small colleges of
following men: Ed
the state. One point that all the
Moller, South
interthat
schools agreed upon was
Orange, N. J., Wilfraternity relationships were more
Backes, Glenliam
closely bound by the advent of the
war. Inter-fraternity councils have view, Ill., Ernest Curtis, Terre Haute,
become fully awakened to the Ind., Richard Deutsch, Louisville,
necessity of united fraternity action Ky., George H. Dovenmuehle, Winwith the problems arising in connec- netka, Ill., Thomas Hayes, Chicago,
tion with the war. Brother Sewell, Ill., Paul Kaplan, Louisville, Ky.,
general secretary of the fraternity, Jack Joyce, Ross, Ind., James Miland "Pop" Stonecipher, the Indiana ner, Cleveland Heights, Ohio, James
district inspector, gave interesting Mitten, Linton, Ind., Dick Pence,
speeches at the banquet held ,later in Terre Haute, Ind., William Suiter,
the evening. Songs both humorous Evanston, Ill., and Carl Woolcott,
and sentimental concluded the rally Harrisburg, Ill.
and sent the visiting brothers homeThe chapter was well represented
ward with a clearer conception of at both the Junior Prom
and the InSigma Nu and its ideals.
terfraternity Dance. The stags had
such a nice time at the Interfraternity Dance that they are happily
VIQUESNEY'S
looking forward to another in the
"The Fountain Pen Store"
near future.

C-7094

815 Ohio St.

The senior dinner was a grand
success and the stag party held May
2 was enjoyed by everyone.

Compliments
American Loan & Finance Co.

The fraternity bowling team is now
bowling in the upper bracket. There
are hopes of having an interfraternity bowling league next season.

604 Wab. Ave.

Terre Haute, Ind.
24 N. 6th St.
Phone C-6011

LOANS

FINANCING
E1
'12

Compliments

Cowan Brothers
& Co.
FLORISTS
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FANCY CAKES, BREAD & PIES

1363 Wabash Ave.
C-1052

604 Wabash Avenue
CI
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PE

C-4451

EDW. S. LAMMERS
PAINT & GLASS CO.

2122 SPRUCE

1201 Wabash Ave.
C-2226
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Wm. Kipple Bakery

Overfelt
Camera Shop

CLEO
COLA
T h e Rose Techni

"TO PROVIDE FOR THE COMMON DEFENSE, TO PROMOTE THE

GENERAL WELFARE"

Bad medicine for big bombers
to spoil a bomber's aim is to
Ohang acurtain
of steel over your ship
NE WAY

and dare him to come down through it.
To get that curtain of steel up there
requires quick-firing,.flexible guns.
To the plant of the Westinghouse
Electric Elevator Company the Navy,a
few months ago, brought its plans for
such a gun. And to Westinghouse was
given the important job of building the
mounts that would control the aiming of
these batteries of quick-firing guns.

This Westinghouse"know how" makes
itself felt wherever Westinghouse craftsmen build things. Whether for the common defense or the general welfare, this
"know how" is doing a job. The same
skill and ingenuity that made so many
splendid things for pea,cetime living are
now being applied to many important
war weapons.

"Know how" will work for
you again
We look forward to the day when we
can give your home, your farm, or your
factory the full benefit of Westinghouse
"know how" again. To speed that day
means just one thing to us: to produce,
in ever increasing quantities, the tools
with which to get the victory job done.

Proudly We Hail Our 600
And the Navy said,"Well done!"
Today, over the Westinghouse plant,
there floats the Navy's "E" pennant—
for excellence—eloquent testimony to
the manner in which this Westinghouse
plant performed the job. How was this
plant able to get into growing production of these mounts so quickly? The
answer lies in a Westinghouse characteristic called "know how"—the ability to
get things done in the best possible way.
M a y, 1 9 4 2

•No group at Westinghouse has met its
responsibilities in our war effort with more
zeal and ingenuity than the 600 young
engineers who only last yea.r were your
college mates. Already, their work in research and design has made vital contri-

butions to our country's drive for victory.
This year, hundreds who are now college
seniors will find at Westinghouse, as perhaps nowhere else, an opportunity to
apply their schooling and intelligence
toward winning the war.

Westinghouse
"An Engineer's Company," Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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dinner on Sunday, April 26, that was
cooked in the fine Mothers' Club
Gamma Gamma style and thoroughly enjoyed by all
chapter of Alpha who attended. Monday, May 4, was
Tau Omega held a the occasion of the final dinner
picnic at Turkey meeting of the school year. The
Run State Park on dinner was given in honor of the dety-f),
Sunday afternoon, parting class with the whole chapter
April 19. Through in attendance to sing songs and hear
the cooperation of the fraternity and farewell speeches by each senior.
the members' girl friends a delicious
meal was served in the afternoon. Lambda Chi Alpha
Twenty-seven couples were present
Af ter Hell
at the table and in a short time the
Week had passed
hungry crowd had eaten all the food.
and the pledges
The remainder of the afternoon was
were able to sit
spent in hiking over the various
comfortably again,
trails in the park before leaving to
Theta Kappa Zeta
return to Terre Haute.
of Lambda Chi
The bowling team scored up the Alpha initiated five new men into its
second successive victory over the ranks as active members on SaturTheta Xi fraternity. A five man team day, April 25. Those initiated were:
composed of Guthrie, Carpenter, Burton Butts, Centralia, Ill.; Bob
Holthaus, Haas and Powell out- Vance, Detroit, Mich.; Harmon
scored their rivals 2229 to 2176. Shaw, Chicago; Dick Sauer, Dayton,
Guthrie was highpoint man for the Ohio; Charles Baker, Indianapolis.
Alpha Tau's with 533 for the three Harmon Shaw was pledged the week
before Hell Week. The pledging of
game series.
Dan
Morisseau, Pacific, Missouri, is
Two dinners were given in honor
of the fourteen seniors who are grad- also announced by the chapter.
uating. The Mothers' Club gave a

Alpha Tau Omega

Men of Rose
May We call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements
at reasonable prices

Every Young Man Needs
a Good Portrait
These Days

Bully Brogues

Martin's
Photo Shop

... new handsome brutes
CROSBY SQUARES
$5.85

681 1/) WABASH AVE.

DR. FRANDZEL'S

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.

CI

14 S. 7th St.
CI
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FISCHER'S

HERM RASSEL
TAILOR AND HABERDASHER
CROWN HAT SHOP

Auto Supply
Stores

Patronize

Auto Accessories and
Necessities of
All Kinds

15 S. 7th St.

C-1034

CI

1 40 North 6th St.

TERRE HAUTE,IND.

We Welcome Your Patronage

DEMING HOTEL
BARBER SHOP

329 OHIO ST. 901-3 WABASH AVE.
14 W. NATIONAL - BRAZIL

31 North 6th St.
CI
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The little glass fireman that draws no pay...

AKE a good look at this picture.
For without a ladder you seldom get a close-up of a sprinkler
head.
This one is said to be the last word—
so reliable that industries which
equip their buildings with this little
"fireman" obtain low insurance
rates. Users say it pays for itself.
When the heat of a fire reaches a certain temperature, the little "Quartzoid" bulb you see in the sprinkler
head is shattered by expanding
liquid inside it. A valve is thus
released, and water is directed onto
the fire.
For the engineer, there's more to
that little bulb than meets the eye.
For one thing, it replaces alloys
formerly used. For another, it shows

T

M a y, 1 9 4 2

how glass can now be made into
accurate mechanical parts. The
bulb must shatter at a specific temperature. And it must shatter completely, with no splinters to hinder
valve action. Too, it must fit its
hardware exactly. So it's up to
Corning to supply glass free from
weakening flaws and to hold wall
thickness and 0.D. to the small
tolerances that can make or break
the efficiency of a sprinkler head.
Fussy? Sure. But fussy and tough
jobs are stock in trade at Corning.
Did you know for instance that
Corning makes a light globe that
also protects industry because,
unlike the "Quartzoid" bulb, it will not shatter? That Corning has developed industrial

glasses to withstand heat that turns
metals to liquid? Or that glass springs
from Corning will outlast metals in
fatigue tests?
These few examples give you an
inkling of the growing usefulness
of glass in these days of material
shortages. No wonder engineers with
urgent problems stt- "Ask Corning."
Corning Glass Works,Corning, N.Y.

MINING
means
Research in Glass
Page
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Chairman, Richard A. Holthaus; bash; Reiman, Rose, second; Wildie, Wabash, third. Time-11 minutes, 1 second.
Vice-chairman, William Soudriette;
220-Yard Low Hurdles—Won by Cun(Continued from page 15)
Secretary-treasurer, Gordon Mac- diff, Rose; Hillenbrand, Rose, second;
Neibur, Wabash, third. Time-25.5 seconds.
and Tuesday, April 20-21 at the UniBeth; Sergeant-at-arms, David HelDiscus Throw—Won by Dowd, Wabash;
versity of Notre Dame, was attended
Moe, Wabash, second; Snyder, Wabash,
mick.
third. Distance-113 feet, 8 inches.
by nine students from Rose. Shortly
A very interesting article describBroad Jump--Won by McGovern, Rose;
Conference
at
arrival
after their
Cundiff, Rose, second; Dowd. Wabash,
ing the production of 100-octane fuels third.
2 inches.
1
Distance-20 feet, 6/
Headquarters the guests were taken
Mile Relay—Won by Rose, (Keeler,
was recently written by Hulit L.
on a very interesting tour of the
Steck and Johnson). Time-Madinger, senior member of the 3McGovern,
minutes, 37 seconds.
campus which included the laborasociety. This article was of such
tories, steam plant, art gallery, and
merit that Mr. Madinger was asked
museum. Talks were given in the
to present it at the meeting of the Rose Scores Three Victories
technical sessions by representatives
American Chemical Society in Mem- On Tennis Courts
from each school in the conference. phis, Tennessee, on April 22. He was
Rose played its first match at EarlAlan W. Ker represented Rose. He
accompanied to Memphis by Dr. ham on Saturday, April 11 and came
spoke on the topic "Bulldozer DeOdon S. Knight of the chemical engi- out on top by winning five of the
sign", concerning the large tractors
neering department.
seven contests. Due to inclement
which are used in excavation work.
weather, the match was played inThe winner of the first prize of $50 A. S.C. E.
the Earlham fieldhouse and the
side
from among the fifteen speakers
Election of officers hardwood speeded up the games.
present was J. O. Sarto, Michigan
AMERICAN
for the forthcoming
SOCIETY OF
State College, whose topic was "A
CIVIL
school year was held sets. Match scores:
Shanks vs. Stout, 6-3, 6-1.
ENGINEERS
Stereoscopic Method for X-Ray InApril 23. Robert W.
FOUNDED
Coltrin vs. Butterfield, 6-3, 2-6, 10-8.
was
conference
te52
The
spection."
Powell vs. Richter, 6-2, 2-6, 4-6.
Mitchell was elected
Kniptash vs. Buckman, 5-7, 2-6.
brought to a very interesting close
president; John T.
Weibel vs. Stinson, 2-6, 6-2, 6-4.
on Tuesday afternoon when an inShanks-Coltrin vs. Stout-Butterfield,
Newlin, vice-president; and Harold
6-2, 6-1.
spection trip to the Dodge ManufacStanfield, secretary-treasurer.
Kniptash-Powell vs. Buckman-Stinson,
turing Company, Mishawaka, Indi6-3, 8-6.
At the joint meeting of the Inana, was taken.
The
Saturday following the EarlSoAmerican
diana section of the
Members of the society recently ciety of Civil Engineers with the ham match, Rose opposed Evansville
witnessed a very interesting picture student chapters from Rose and Pur- College on the home courts. A high
showing the great aid the Interna- due which was held at Purdue last wind hindered the playing and the
tional Harvester Company is con- month, three senior civils from Rose tennis men had difficulty in placing
tributing to the war production effort were awarded junior memberships their shots. Shanks of Rose rallied
by manufacturing mechanical de- in the Society. James R. Brown was with a strong defense in his last two
vices such as tractors and gun mount- awarded the membership offered by sets against Cope to defeat the latter
ings for the Army.
the Illinois section. He will receive 2-6, 6-2, 6-2. Rose Tech's doubles
it in Chicago in the near future. teams of Shanks-Coltrin and PowellHarold E. Bowsher and R. King Kniptash each scored by defeating
A. I. Ch. E.
in the first
The sixth annual Chalfant were awarded junior mem_ their Evansville opponents
of
sets
two
their
matches.
dinner meeting of the berships by the Indiana section. All
AMERICAN
The rackets of the DePauw netRose student chapter three of the seniors who received the
INSTITUTE OF
CHEMICAL
men
caused Rose to suffer its first
of
members
Inare
junior memberships
of the American
ENGINEERS
A superior team defeated
defeat.
the
stitute of Chemical Tau Beta Pi. They will finish
1 on April 21 on the Deto
6
Rose
Engineers was held advanced course in Military Science
The doubles team of
campus.
Pauw
in the Wabash Room of the Terre and Tactics this month and upon
won the only match
well
Kniptash-Po
Haute House on Friday evening, graduation they will receive comfor Rose by downing Jackson-Zinc
April 24. The chapter was very for- missions as Second Lieutenants in
of DePauw 7-9, 6-4, 8-6.
orbe
will
and
Mr.
the Engineer Corps
tunate in securing as speaker
Three days following the DePauw
James G. Vail, director and former dered to active duty this spring.
contest the Rose net men played a
vice-president of the A. I. Ch. E., and
return match with Earlham on the
vice-president of the Philadelphia CAMPUS SPORTS
Rose courts. The Rose Tech men
most
a
gave
who
Quartz Company,
(continued from page 16)
their superiority by winning
showed
interesting talk.
Pole Vault—Won by Johnson, Rose, and
hands down by a 6 to 1
the
match
Wabash,
McConnell,
The newly-elected officers of the Buchanan, Rose (tie);
second. Height-11 feet.
The
Kniptash-Powell comscore.
chapter were inaugurated at the
Javelin Throw—Won by Meurer, Rose;
Wabash,
undefeated by
remained
bination
Rose second; Walker,
dinner meeting. The offices for the Keeler,
third. Distance-150 feet.
winning their fourth straight match.
coming year will be filled as follows:
Two Mile Run—Won by Forbes, Wa-

AROUND THE CAMPUS

Pa g e
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COLOR FOR RUBIES...
BACKBONE FOR STEEL!
\\ i/
Chromium, the element that imparts pre- cious color to rubies, imparts something
,
more precious to steel. It gives steel in/ \\ credible hardness and resistance to heat
and corrosion. It makes steel strong, yet ductile
and shock-resistant.
Chromium is the key that has opened — and is
still opening — great new fields. of application for
steel. Without chromium, the whole wonderful
series of stainless steels would not have been possible. From tarnish-free tableware to corrosionresistant chemical equipment...from strong,lightweight truck bodies to streamlined trains and
airplanes...from heat-defiant boiler tubes to hightemperature steam turbines...chromium has made
possible a steel with properties of the noble metals.
But the stainless steels are only one great contribution of
chromium. This element has also helped to provide hard,
shock-resistant armor plate and armor-piercing projectiles;
long-wearing engine valves; strong, tough gears, tools, ball
bearings, car trucks, shafts, springs, and dies; and hundreds
of other improved articles.
We do not make steel of any kind. But for over 35 years,
we have made ferro-alloys and alloying metals used in steelmaking. Among these are chromium, silicon, manganese, vanadium,tungsten, zirconium, columbium, and calcium.
It was our research and development that made the lowcarbon grades of ferro-chromium available commercially.
'Without these, production of a majority of the stainless steels
would have been impracticable. Inquiries about stainless and
other alloy steels — their manufacture, fabrication, and use
— are cordially invited.
The progress made by Electro Metallurgical Company in the
manufacture and use of ferro-alloys and in the development of
alloy steels has been greatly facilitated by metallurgical research in the laboratories of Electro Metallurgical Company
and Union Carbide Company; by the advances in electric furnace electrodes and techniques of National Carbon Company,
Inc.; and by the broad experience in the production, fabrication, and treatment of metals of Haynes Stellite Company and
The Linde Air Products Company. All of these companies are
Units of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation.

ELECTRO METALLURGICAL COMPANY
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation
30 EAST 42ND

STREET

M4

NEW YORK, N.Y.

ALUMINUS ALUMNI
(Continued from page 19)

The Grads Advance
J. V. Mitch, Attorney in
R. E. A., is now in St.
Louis to which place his
department has been transferred.
First Lieut. John R. Gibbens has been assigned
to the faculty of the Engineering School, Fort Belvoir, Va.
Since graduation from Rose, Lieut.
Gibbens has been in the Army Engineering Corps and until the outbreak
of hostilities was located at various
points working on the Mississippi
river flood prevention work: Called
East late in '41, Lieut. Gibbens was
in responsible charge of the layout
and supervision of construction of air
base projects along the eastern seaboard.
Mrs. Gibbens and the two children
reside in Richmond. Mrs. Gibbens
was the former Ivaberta Harris of
Greencastle.
Lieut. Gibbens is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Curtis McCullough of
Saline City.
P. B. Terhorst has been
made plant engineer for
Curtis Wright Corp., in
Indianapolis. Mr. Terhorst was
previously the industrial gas engineer with the Citizens Gas and Coke
Utility Corp of Indianapolis.

'28

/30

35

H. J. Halberstadt has recently been promoted to
the rank of Captain in the
Air Corp at Shaw Field.
George A. Neyhouse is at
Wright Field, Dayton,
Ohio, as a junior electrical
engineer in the Army Air Corps.
Neyhouse was formerly with International Business Machines Corporation.
Lieut. Edward A. Spahr,
1029 North Eighth street,
Terre Haute, was one of
50 student officers who recently was
graduated after completing a two
month course at the Atlanta Ga.,
quartermaster motor base school for
transport officials. Designed to acquaint officers with the vehicles of
their command from the ground up,
the course in motor transport problems included 384 hours of training
under all conditions. The graduating
officers returned to their home stations after finishing the training.

/37
38
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MERCURY STEAM
POWER
(Continued from page 6)
many problems because little was
known about the thermodynamic
properties of mercury and mercury
is much heavier than water. The
first boilers were called porcubine
tubes. The late boilers have their
walls covered with tubes and banks

of tubes higher. Mercury boiler
design has advanced to the point
where the last few units installed
came up to design expectations, a
far cry from the cut and try methods
used at first.
Something should be said about
the man who pioneered mercury
vapor power, William LeRoy Emmet,
who died last year. His faith in the
process was borne out at the power
session of the A. S. M. E., December,
1941. At this meeting mercury-steam
was acknowledged commercially feasible. Eh-met worked on the Curtis
turbine at 40, electric ship propulsion
at 50, and swung to mercury vapor
at 60 and worked on it until his
death. Though not active in recent
years much of the success of the
mercury-steam process is due to his
early work. He was A. S. M. E.
medalist in 1929.
Cosi
Cost will always somewhat limit
the mercury vapor process. The present cost of mercury at two dollars
per pound may conceivably decrease.
The amount of mercury per kilowatt
is decreasing as it has been since the
first experimental units were built.
In the newest boilers there is eight
pounds of mercury per kilowatt. As
more units are installed and production methods are improved the cost
will go down.

E

WAYNE MCINTYRE
Invites all his friends to stop
and shop with him

HERB LEACH
QUALITY SHOP

NEWLIN-JOHNSON
CO., INC.

Things to Wear for Men who Care

523 Wabash

rn

at

REAL ESTATE

JOSEPH'S

INSURANCE

"Builder of Better Homes"

644 Wabash Ave.

6th & Ohio

-ATHLETIC GOODS CO.

THE STORE FOR MEN

Your Sporting Goods Store
HEINL'S FLOWER SHOP

Freitag-Weinhardt, Inc.
726 Wabash Ave.

129 So. 7th St.
C-1425
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TERRE HAUTE

INDIANA

40 Years Experience

Plumbing and Heating
30-32 N. 6th St.
Phone C-2394
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HIS engine mount destined for overseas service on an American made
fighter plane is being fabricated by the
best known method of joining metal —
that is, by welding. For welding makes
equipment a homogeneous, permanent
unit, light yet exceptionally strong. This
versatile process utilizes the Airco oxyacetylene flame to make design problems vanish. It is applied rapidly and
economically even under difficult shop
and field conditions. The apparatus
employed is simple, portable, easy to
operate. .. So versatile is the oxy-

T

acetylene flame, so varied are its useful
applications in the metal working field,
that it has long since been drafted into
service to speed defense by swiftly cutting metal to close tolerances, by hardening metal surfaces for longer wear,
by cleaning them for faster, longer-lasting paint jobs, and by gouging metal
with amazing speed and accuracy.
The interesting booklet "Airco in the
News" shows pictorially many ways
in which Airco products and processes
are being used to help industry speed
up production. Write for a copy.

AIR
REDUCTION
Werner-al01e7e7e4:
60 EAST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y.
In Texas:
Magnolia-Airco Gas Products Co.
DISTRICT OFFICES IN

PRINCIPAL CITIES

ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING WOK GAS WELDING OR CUTTING AND ARC WELDINO
M a y,

1 94 2
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BITS OF WIT
edited by Harold E. Campbell, freshman
I'm not under the alcofluence of
Mother: "Remember son, beauty
inkohol, even tho some thinkle peep
is only skin deep."
Son: "S'deep enough for me mom. I am. I'm not so thunk as you drink,
but I fool so feelish. I don't know who
I ain't no cannibal."
is me. The drunker I stand here, the
longer I get.
Heard in an Engineering Class:
Professor: "As I hand you your
They marked the exams so strictly papers, pass out."
"All right back there?" called the
that they flunked him for having a
from the front of the car.
conductor
period upside down.
IMPORTANT NOTICE
"Hold on! Wait a minute—wait
SUMMER PUBLICATIONS—
till I get my clothes on," came a
PAGE 9
There are to me, two kinds of guys,
feminine voice. The passengers
And only two that I despise:
craned their necks expectantly. A
The first, I'd really like to slam,
Math Prof: "If there are forty- girl got on with a basket of laundry.
The one who copies my exam;
eight states in the union, and superThe other is the dirty skunk
heated steam equals the distance
Who covers his and lets me flunk.
Two young movie fans were disfrom Bombay to Paris, what is my
the merits of their respective
cussing
age?"
"Indian girl have plenty of fun
fathers.
sir."
"Forty-four,
Freshman:
with beau and error."
"My pop has been everywhere,"
Prof: "Correct, and how did you
one, "and has seen everyyelled
arrive at your answer?"
I loved my little flower garden,
thing."
Frosh: "Well, I have a brother
But now that love is dead,
"Oh yeah?" quizzed the other.
who is twenty-two and he's only
I found a bachelor button
"Betcha he ain't seen Veronica
half nuts."
In my black-eyed Susan's bed.
Lake's other eye."

Lady in Restaurant: "Waiter, why
don't you shoo these flies?"
Waiter: "Well you see Madam, its
so hot today that I thought I would
just let them run around barefooted."

Rastus was urging upon his wife
his dying wish."Mandy, after ah dies
ah wish you'd marry Deacon Shorter."
"Why so, Rastus?" asked Mandy.
"Well, Mandy, I'll tell you de truff,
Deacon Shorter trimmed me on a
mule trade once."

"I'm sorry," said the diner who
hoped to get away with it, "but I
haven't any money to pay for that
meal."
"That's all right," replied the
cashier. "We'll write your name on
the wall and you can pay the next
time you come in."
"Don't do that," pleaded the diner.
"All the people who come in will see
it."
"Oh, no, they won't. Your overcoat will be hanging over it."

Coed: "I've been misbehaving and
my conscience is troubling me."
Doctor: "I see, and since I'm a
psychiatrist you want something to
strengthen your will power."
Coed: "No, something to weaken
my conscience."

Professor: "Here you see the skull
of a chimpanzee, a very rare specimen. There are only two in the
country—one in the national museum, and I have the other."

The Rose R. O. T. C.....
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She: "Why do they have hostesses
on airplanes?"
He: "Because an electrical engineer's specification sheet says
'ground all conductors'."

. . Annual Inspection

The Rose Technic
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vision Department, in its new Radio

dozens of subcontractors.
Major parts of the machines come together
for assembly from 12 separate subcontractors in
five states; miscellaneous smaller parts come
from 38 firms in seven states. Jobs of casting,
annealing, and machining involve, besides
foundries and steel companies, a Navy yard,
shipbuilding yards, a locomotive company, and
a maker of steel safes. Co-ordinating and checking all these widespread activities is a major
achievement in itself, since the finished machine has to be precise enough to cut gears with
an accuracy of 3/io,000 inch.

News Program with Frazier Hunt, is telling
the story of electronics to a nation at war—
a war in which electronics itself is one of our

1,
ri

most powerful tools.
For electronics—the youthful science that
embraces all the varied applications of electron
tubes—is going into war not only on the front,
but behind the front, where it is today revolutionizing many industrial practices.
Unique about this thrice-weekly broadcast
(Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday) is the fact
that G.E. is using an electronic device, radio,
to carry the story of electronics to America.
stations of the Columbia
In addition to
Broadcasting System, G.E. is using the firsi
network of FM stations ever to carry a
regular series of broadcasts.

"FILL HER VP!"
the ocean isn't equipped with
BECAUSE
filling stations every few miles, naval

IT USED to take General Electric 18 months
A to build one of the great 275-ton machines
that cut low-speed gears for cargo-ship propulsion sets. Today that time has been halved by

vessels must carry enough fuel for long voyages.
And because finding storage room aboard for
this fuel is a serious design problem, anything
which cuts down fuel consumption is a great
advantage.
Most naval ships today are driven by steam
turbines connected to the propeller shafts,
through reduction gears. And turbine engineers,
working with the Navy, have pioneered in the
use of higher steam pressures and temperatures
—producing turbines of such improved efficiency that in modern ships the fuel consumption per horsepower is from 25 tO 4o per cent
lower than in vessels of the same type used
during the first World War. Thus it has been
possible to design ships with greater cruising
radius for the same amount of fuel oil, or with
more armor and guns for the same over-all

farming out the construction of parts to

weight of the ship.

"PLEASED TO MEET YOU"

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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RITA HAYWORTH •
Columbia Pictures Star
with her own Chesterfield
vanity-cigarette case
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min,e too say millions of satisfied
smokers ...for a Milder and decidedly Better-Tasting
cigarette, one that's Cooler-Smoking, you just naturally
pick Chesterfield.
And of course the big thing in Chesterfield that
is giving everybody so much more smoking pleasure
is its Right Combination of the world's best cigarette
tobaccos...for regardless of price there is no better
cigarette made today.
MAKE YOUR NEXT PACK CHESTERFIELDS... and
Copyrighr 1942, LIGGErr & MyEas ToBAcco Co.

enjoy 'ern al7k,‘,r

